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Capitalism 
 

I, literally, cry from Heart’s disgust at the inhumanity that they somehow call 
capitalism. Capitalism, the victory of greed, the justification of greed as the highest principle 
on earth, the total disdain for and killing of any humanness. One dollar is worth more than a 
human being – let alone a being like an animal who cannot pronounce d-o-l-l-a-r. Unless: the 
human being can give you a profit of two dollars. Then we’re morally obliged to spare the life 
of the human. 

Capitalism is so painful that I have to cry from it, Feeling what it is and does instead 
of thinking about it, forming and giving an opinion on it. Capitalism is the system of the 
Closed Heart, the form given to people’s unFelt Pain, to their state of separation, their 
loneliness, their despair. Do we want capital, money to rule our lives or humanness? It’s the 
Sneaky Dark Force of the Closed Heart, of Capital, to give the answer: both, we want 
everything and we can get everything – if we go for it. Money, Love, Greed, Morality, Power, 
Humanness, Pleasure, Beauty, Sex, we can get it all. We don’t need to make any sacrifice. 
Ego and Love form the Perfect Couple. Robots making love are their happy children. 

A dollar – or euro – is empty. There’s no life in it. Nothing at all. There’s just nothing. 
Or do you think that at least you can buy life with dollars? The more dollars the more life. 
What do you actually buy with your dollars – beyond what it seems to be? What is it? Why do 
I cry? 

The Heart Cries from heartlessness. 
Is there an end to heartlessness, to deadness. Can you become more dead than you are? 

Can capitalism become even more heartless? Is there no bottom? Is it possible that that place 
in your chest where there could have been (a) Heart contracts tighter and tighter and that this 
process will continue for ever? Is there no end? Or does it need to release itself at a certain 
moment, if the tension gets simply too big for a human Body, too big to hold on to any 
longer? Are we doomed to finally Feel, Feel the Pain of what we’re doing, how we’re living? 
The Pain of the Dark Force ruling us but given beautiful, deluding names – like ‘freedom’, 
‘free market’, ‘free enterprise’, ‘free will’, ‘development’, ‘participation’, ‘democracy’, 
‘elections’, just name it. 

As if it is the greatest blessing that finally we have a system wherein greed is totally 
free, finally free, finally justified morally, a system wherein we can freely run after greed as 
fast as we can The Dark Force called capitalism denies that inherent in this system some 
people’s greed especially, of the ones in (financial) power, is ‘free’. The ones at the top of the 
hierarchy are ‘free’ to be a total slave of greed, a humble servant of greed, a dedicated 
advocate of greed, a creative artist in finding the right words for selling their greed as the 
interest of everyone. 

Instead of Feeling and Seeing greed – by which it would ‘disappear’ or at least it 
would lose its power over them – they react to it and keep it thus in the Dark. 

Capitalism is: depleting life’s resources, natural resources, the earth, the water, the 
oxygen in the air. Greed. It is changing the natural electro-magnetic radiation in the 
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atmosphere. Greed. It is changing DNA. Greed. It is finding cheap(er) ways of producing 
more and more and more and more and more energy – dirty or not. Greed. It is even 
producing nuclear energy with detrimental destructive consequences for the earth and all its 
inhabitants for an unimaginable period of hundreds of thousands of years after us, after these 
tiny egos have died and reproduced themselves in the next sweet egos. Waste. The more we 
eat the more we shit. We don’t digest. Greed multiplies itself. There’s nothing that can stop 
capitalism, the ultimate form of formness and denial of the Formless. Nothing… nothing but 
the Heart, the Formless Itself. 

The Heart Feels the ‘forgotten’ Pain, the unnoticed, unFelt but inherent Pain in 
capitalism. Capitalists don’t even shove pain to the other side of their bookkeeping, it is 
totally denied, kept in the – nonetheless existing – Dark. The incredible Pain capitalists create 
is left to Unconsciousness; it is – or seems – not their problem. They are paid for – or pay 
themselves for – producing, producing forms. Pain is not a form, it’s not their department, not 
their responsibility. Pain belongs to the world of the Heart. Capitalists are responsible for 
forms not for the Heart. The Heart is priceless and therefore it doesn’t exist. Pain – 
contraction of the Heart – is not to be found in the figures, in the results, in the profit and 
costs. Unless, again, if people started to experience such a big amount of Pain that they cannot 
do their ‘normal’ production-job any more. Then ‘Pain’ starts to cost some money. ‘Luckily’ 
however in the capitalistic system, in that case one takes just new employees so that the goal 
of producing the planned amount of goods, the target, can be met without problem. The 
people who cannot help to feel the pain of the heartlessness of it all and therefore cannot 
produce so much any more or maybe produce nothing at all any more are denied or criticized, 
made black, marginalized, labeled psychologically unstable or sick in whatever way and are 
urged if not forced to join the ‘free market’ again as a slave of the free system. Or else they 
will be an outcast, repudiated by ‘the community’, they don’t have the right to live any more 
in fact but out of capitalists’ goodheartedness these people still get a little money just enough 
to stay physically alive. The death statistics wouldn’t look nice if they didn’t do. 

Killing – also literally – has become part of capitalism. The war-economy has become 
a considerable part of the economy. You can earn tons of money if you move in the weapon-
market. The world spends eleven times more money on killing people than on scientific 
research directed at saving people’s lives. ‘We’ accept it that we or our fellow-humans 
produce tons of weapons that others use to kill. 

Capitalism cannot deal with Pain, not with the Pain it creates, not with Pain in general. 
And because it cannot deal with Pain, because it cannot Feel, it creates Pain. This is a Law. If 
you don’t Feel Pain, you create it, whether you are aware of it or – usually – not. 

You cannot live a ‘neutral’ life in this respect and in general. You cannot hide in 
Unconsciousness, in not Knowing about such things. The ostrich with its head in the sand is 
standing there. You live. You are Responsible. Not wanting to See, denying Feeling, doesn’t 
make you not-responsible. 

People have a strange belief in progress. If capitalism is the latest invention, if it rules 
nowadays on earth, if it seems to have won, then, so says people’s big need for self-
justification, it must be better than other ways of living. It must be an improvement from the 
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past. Ego can’t bear the thought that it wouldn’t be part of the winning team. It is not 
productive information to know that the world is literally being destroyed by approving of and 
legalizing greed, even bowing for and adoring greed as master. Let philosophers deal with 
that. Maybe a few capitalists even take care to read a book or article about it in their free time, 
in between the hours of production; or after or close to their retirement when the truth cannot 
conflict with their important career any more. Maybe they will even get inspired to let our 
greed run on ‘renewable’ energy sources instead of on the normal polluting ones. 

It’s a clever postponement of destruction, but not a fundamental change. As long as 
Greed rules cleverness to diminish or postpone its destructive consequences will not be the 
‘saviour’. Only Consciousness, the Conscious Heart, can Meditate greed. Only Consciousness 
as the Whole – which is not the whole of forms, nor is it the same as taking the whole world 
into consideration – can Do Something Substantial, can Touch people’s Heart, can Transcend 
greed. Only Bringing ‘greed’ totally into the Light – without judgement of it – and therefore 
Actually Whole-Heartedly and Whole-Bodily Feeling the Pain it causes can prevent the 
degradation of the earth and its inhabitants from continuing. 

To be Human is priceless. It is not just a value in itself. It is the Only Value – totally 
enough in itself. I don’t say in any way that you have to live as (a) Human, in a human way. It 
is You who doesn’t want to die as a monster of greed instead of as a humble Human. 

You can be obsessed with ‘life’, to get everything out of it as long as you’re ‘alive’, 
but when you die you will look at it in a totally different way. You’ll feel sorry you 
surrendered to capitalism, to blunt inhumanness, to coldness, to heartlessness – even though 
your ego always did its best to make compromises. You Know compromises don’t exist. 
That’s a game in the head. It’s a way to deal with your split, your being cut in two. It’s not at 
all the same as going to the Core of the Split in you and everyone, the Split of the Heart and 
the heartless or the Formless and the form. If you See-Feel the illusory character of form, of 
any form in the end, of greed for form, then you simply cannot say or feel any more that next 
to the Heart also greed – or whatever hunger for any form – needs to be met, fulfilled. 

If you Really See the Lie of it, the Illusion, it falls naturally away, the whole show, 
you don’t have to make any decision on sacrificing greed. Any sacrifice will belong to the 
past. Sacrifices belong to the world of illusion, of form. You sacrifice one form to get another 
or you expect more of it in the future when you sacrifice (or save – not spend) something for 
now. In the Heart, in Reality – at least if it’s Fully Present on earth – there are no illusions any 
more. You cannot run after illusions any more, this just Stops. Can you sacrifice an illusion? 
No, you can See through the Lie of it, not sacrifice it. The Light vanishes any illusion, without 
you doing or having to do anything. 

The few companies who introduce ‘meditation’ in the break for their employees in 
regard to stress-reduction have no idea that the ‘Trojan Horse’ is entering that way. But True, 
it would only have serious consequences if some employees would start to have a deeper 
interest in Meditation, in its Potential, in Consciousness Itself. In itself the greed for reducing 
stress is not dangerous for the seemingly unassailable position of Greed, for the pedestal on 
which it grins. But, if people would go a bit deeper into Meditation they would not be 
interested in the company any more, in capitalism, in the whole rat race. 
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Capitalism refers to our problem with safety, our karmic relation to it. It seems the 
best promise for solution to the problem. When you want to feel safe(r), then the normal 
deluded mind – mind itself is in fact Delusion – tells you (or in fact: tells itself): what’s more 
logical than to run after money. Capitalism seems to provide us the best bedding in which we 
can finally feel safe(r) and, who knows, maybe then, if we have dealt with the issue of safety, 
of money, if we believe we are safe (enough) we can even develop other areas in ourselves, 
higher qualities. It is not a small but a total illusion though that any form would be able to 
grant you any safety. The form-world is inherently unstable, impermanent, unsafe. Every 
form dies sooner or later. What is ‘safe’ in this respect? 

Is it safe to produce children, new forms, so that ‘life’ would be warranted, sustained, 
after you died? Is this then maybe the sense of capitalism, that, if it does not fulfil you – and if 
you’re honest you will see this of course, everybody knows – at least you can earn the money 
for your (grand) children to have a good starting position to, when it’s their turn, try to 
become fulfilled? Again the forms – money – are deluding. No single form is a good starting 
point for your children in regard to their fulfilment. In the first place, fulfilment is not 
dependent on whatever form(s) – not even on the most basic forms. The best would be to 
provide your (grand)children with Yourself, in fact with ‘Your’ to whatever degree and depth 
manifested Heart, with Fulfilment independent of any form. You’ll Radiate this to them, 
they’ll Resonate with it. What, in truth, in fact, do you Offer them if they have to resonate 
with your money, with your greed in fact, with your fear, your unFelt unsafety that you tried 
to solve by forms, by money, by illusion? 

In the second place, fulfilment doesn’t exist. If you’re lucky, your (grand)children are 
more intelligent than you and take on your karma of greed in wanting to be fulfilled, to be 
fulfilled in any possible way. They, in that (exceptional) case, can See through the Lie of an 
individual being able to be fulfilled, by money, by any form, by even subtle spiritual forms. 
They, says the unconscious hope in parents like you, would (partly) Free you thus from your 
attachment to blind greed, to blindness in general. You could Resonate with them, if you 
would allow that, but probably you won’t, as the same fear is still there and is not resolved by 
the mere fact of more Intelligent fearless children. (More) conscious children or not, if you 
hold on to your greed you’ll die in greed, as a capitalist who made it, who made it dying in 
total poverty, poverty of Heart. 

You sacrificed your Heart – for money, for power, for sex – and your sacrifice was for 
nothing. Your children can’t liberate you, they’re not even interested in that. They became 
self-obsessed like you. You were waiting for them… and they didn’t Show up… and you 
die… with a closed Heart. The sacrifice was for nothing. 

It’s never too late though to – maybe in this disillusionment – finally Feel through the 
Pain of the false promise, the promise of capitalism, of supposed freedom to ‘make it’, of 
money and what you can Really do with that, what you can Really Buy with it. Here I am 
surely also talking about the Pain of your easy surrender to ‘the many’, to society, to 
capitalism, to the system – while every system is in itself inhuman. You were (faking that you 
were) too weak not to believe what ‘they’ told you, too weak to let your Heart speak, your 
Heart that Always Knew that the whole thing was not True. Out of easiness, out of a false 
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sense of safety you surrendered. You were afraid of the Struggle in case you hadn’t done so. 
And indeed, the Struggle would have been huge, your intuition was not wrong. 

You can’t repeat your life but still, as I have said, you can – finally – Feel the 
forgotten Pain of your easy surrender. Your surrender to capitalism, to inhumanness in 
extremity, to the heartless itself, to the Lie of not-You, was not a little thing – even though it 
all seemed to have happened gradually.* It was the great happening of your life – even when it 
happened merely in Unconsciousness. It was more important than having children for 
example. It is never too late to Consciously Feel. 

All the Heart asks is, not even to love – as you cannot suddenly love out of the blue 
with an already Heart Closed – but to be Aware of and to Feel: the Pain that you have 
forgotten to Feel. Your life is full of it. Life in general is full of it. It’s there all the time, all 
the time. Being all the time Aware of that Pain doesn’t give you the dreadful life you were 
always afraid of. On the contrary, it Opens the Heart. To Feel and think and Live as Heart is 
the Only ‘Thing’ that can Take you Beyond (the supposed need of) fulfilment. 

Sometimes you won’t know any more, whether to cry or to laugh from the farce, the 
unconscious drama that capitalism is. In this case I cried. Tomorrow I laugh. 

And the day after I don’t know the difference any more. 
 

                                                 
* There are people however who experienced the submission to the Lie that Society is (or: the Lie that ‘the 

others’ are) all of a sudden, for example as a kid of 5 years old. 


